
 

Atom-sized craters make a catalyst much
more active
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Illustration of a catalyst being bombarded with argon atoms to create holes where
chemical reactions can take place. The catalyst is molybdenum disulfide, or
MoS2. The bombardment removed about one-tenth of the sulfur atoms (yellow)
on its surface. Researchers then draped the holey catalyst over microscopic
bumps to change the spacing of the atoms in a way that made the catalyst even
more active. Credit: Charlie Tsai/ Stanford University

Bombarding and stretching an important industrial catalyst opens up tiny
holes on its surface where atoms can attach and react, greatly increasing
its activity as a promoter of chemical reactions, according to a study by
scientists at Stanford University and the Department of Energy's SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory.

The method could offer a much cheaper way to rev up the production of
clean hydrogen fuel from water, the researchers said, and should also
apply to other catalysts that promote useful chemical reactions. The
study was published Nov. 9 in Nature Materials.

"This is just the first indication of a new effect, very much in the
research stage," said Xiaolin Zheng, an associate professor of
mechanical engineering at Stanford who led the study. "But it opens up
totally new possibilities yet to be explored."

Finding a Cheap, Abundant Substitute

Catalysts are substances that promote chemical reactions without being
consumed themselves, so they can be used over and over again. Natural
catalysts are endlessly at work in plants, animals and our bodies.
Industrial catalysts are used to make fuel, fertilizer and consumer
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products; they're a multi-billion-dollar industry in their own right.

The catalyst studied here, molybdenum disulfide or MoS2, helps remove
sulfur from petroleum in refineries. But scientists think it might also be a
good alternative to platinum as a catalyst for a reaction that joins 
hydrogen atoms together to make hydrogen gas for fuel.
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This electron microscope image of a molybdenum sulfide catalyst shows “holes”
left by removing sulfur atoms. Creating these holes and stretching the catalyst to
change the spacing of its atoms made the catalyst much more active in promoting
chemical reactions. The bright dots are molybdenum atoms; the lighter ones are
sulfur. The image measures 4 nanometers on a side. Credit: Hong Li/Stanford
Nanocharacterizaton Laboratory

"We know platinum is very good at catalyzing this reaction," said study
co-author Jens Nørskov, director of the SUNCAT Center for Interface
Science and Catalysis, a joint Stanford/SLAC institute. "But it's a non-
starter because of its rarity. There isn't enough of it on Earth for large-
scale hydrogen fuel production."

MoS2 is much cheaper and made of abundant ingredients, and it comes
in flexible sheets just one molecule thick, which are stacked together to
make catalyst particles, Zheng said. All the catalytic action takes place
on the edges of those sheets, where dangling chemical bonds can grab
passing atoms and hold them together until they react.

Researchers have tried all sorts of schemes to increase the active area
where this atomic matchmaking goes on. Most of them involve
engineering the catalyst sheets to expose more edges, or adding
chemicals to make the edges more active.

A Holey, Stretchy Solution

In the new approach, Stanford postdoctoral researcher Hong Li used an
instrument in the Stanford Nanocharacterization Laboratory to bombard
a sheet of MoS2  with argon atoms. This knocked about 1 out of 10
sulfur atoms out of the surface of the sheet, leaving holes surrounded by
dangling bonds.
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Then he stretched the holey sheet over microscopic bumps made of
silicon dioxide coated with gold. He wet the sheet with a solvent, and
when it dried the sheet was permanently deformed: The spacing of the
atoms had changed in a way that made the holes much more chemically
reactive.

"Before, the top surface of the sheet was not reactive. It was inert – zero,
almost," Zheng said. "Now the surface is more catalytically active than
the edges. And we can tune this activity so the bonds that form on the
catalyst are just right – strong enough to hold the reacting atoms in place,
but weak enough so they'll let go of the finished product once the atoms
have joined together."

SUNCAT theorists, including graduate student Charlie Tsai, played an
important role in predicting which combinations of bombarding and
stretching would produce the best results, using calculations made with
SLAC supercomputers. The researchers said a combination of
computation and experiment will be important in finding completely
new kinds of active catalytic sites in the future.

Going forward, Zheng said, "We need to figure out how to do this in the
layered catalytic particles that are used in industry, and whether we can
apply the same idea to other catalytic materials."

They'll also need to find a better way to make the atom-sized holes, Tsai
said. "Bombarding with argon is not practical," he said. "The procedure
is expensive, and it can't really be scaled up for things like fuel
production. So we've been working on a follow-up study where we try to
replicate the results using a simpler process."

  More information: Hong Li et al. Activating and optimizing MoS2
basal planes for hydrogen evolution through the formation of strained
sulphur vacancies, Nature Materials (2015). DOI: 10.1038/nmat4465
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